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SUKUP DRUM TOP PADS are 
the safe and easy way to control 
messes around the work place 
caused by machinery leakage or 
spills. Just put a SUKUP DRUM 
TOP PAD down and watch it 
rapidly absorb a variety of fluids 
- solvents, water-based liquids, 
oils, acids and caustics. The dark 
gray color of the pad hides dirt and 
grime. There is no messy cleanup -  
just replace the saturated SUKUP 
DRUM TOP PAD with a fresh one. 

Advantages of Using SUKUP 
DRUM TOP PADS Over 
Traditional Absorbents:

4  Absorbs solvents, oils,             
     water-based liquids, acids 
     and caustics

4  Cleans spills in a flash and         
     catches drips from machinery   
     in those hard-to-reach places

4  Stays together, even when fully
  saturated, for easy cleanup



APPLICATIONS

SUKUP DRUM TOP PAD is ideal for messy 
drum tops. Absorb drips from leaking pumps 
and help keep drum storage areas looking 
good. The pre-cut holes makes for easy 
access to drum. Pads can be removed and 
replaced with pumps and valves installed. 
Their treated polypropylene layers are bonded 
for strength and durability.  They absorb just 
about anything - solvents, oils, water-based 
liquids, caustics and acids.  Put them on and 
around equipment for light spills, leaks and 
drips.  Place them where there is heavy foot 
traffic, or put soiled parts and tools on them.  
SUKUP DRUM TOP PADS put an end to 
costly and messy absorbents, such as clay 
granules, rags, cardboard, etc. Place SUKUP 
DRUM TOP PADS wherever there are leaks 
and spills or wherever they may occur. Once 
fully saturated,  just pick up and remove the 
SUKUP DRUM TOP PAD along with the mess.  

DIRECTIONS

Place SUKUP DRUM TOP PADS on top of a 
55 gallon drum or wherever there are leaks 
and spills. Once fully saturated, just pick up 
and remove the SUKUP DRUM TOP PAD 
along with the mess.  

TECHNICAL DATA
Description:  22” Diameter
   (25 pads per package)
Absorbency: Each pad absorbs   
   approximately 1 quart  
   of liquid (depending on  
    viscosity)
Color:   Gray
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